Introduction.
Problems concerning recurrence in a transformation group (A, £), where £ is an abelian group, are discussed in [l; 2; 4; 5]. In the classical case where £ is the additive group of the real numbers we say T is recurrent (+){( -)} at x if there is a sequence /"->+ °° {t"->-°o } such that lim tnx = x. For more general groups Barbachine [l] has discussed recurrence under the assumption that the group is partially ordered. Gottschalk and Hedlund treat recurrence in terms of a distinguished class of semigroups of the group.
The classical notion, as previously described, treats recurrence in terms of sequences and therefore one has the feeling that a treatment for more general groups can be given in terms of nets and subnets. Such a treatment would appeal to those who feel at ease with convergence concepts. § §2 and 3 contain a brief discussion of orderings on groups and factor groups and display the machinery which will be used later. In §4 a definition of recurrence is given in terms of nets and subnets. This definition brings us closer to the work of Barbachine but it is shown that it is equivalent to the definition given by Gottschalk and Hedlund. The concept of omega limiting sets is also defined. This section is ended with a discussion of the inheritance theorem for recurrence. Because of known material on nets a rather transparent proof of this theorem can be given. In §5 special orbits are defined and the following theorem is proved: If A is a compact space acted upon by a generative group £ and if X is the closure of a recurrent trajectory then the set of special orbits of X is either dense or empty. Throughout the paper £ is an abelian group.
2. Orderings and semigroups. By an ordering of £ we shall mean a set £C£X£ such that £ is a semigroup under the composition (5, s')it, t') = ist, s't'), and if sG£ and (i, t')£R then ist, st') ER. Instead of it, t')£R we will often write í <<'(£) or t<t' if £ is clearly understood.
It follows quickly that any such ordering is transitive.
Let (R be the collection of all orderings of £ and <P he the collection of all semigroups of £ and define the following maps:
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License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use g: <R-»<p; g(R) = {t:(e,t)£R}, where e is the group identity. It is easily verified that these mappings are well defined and that they are mutually inverse so each is one-to-one and onto. We shall say that T is directed by an ordering R if each two elements of T Have an upper bound; that is if s and s'<E.T then there is a /£P such that s<t and s' <t. (c) implies (a). If si and s2<ET then st = p^1qi where pi and g,£P and i=l, 2. If we let t = qiq2 then tsr1 = piq2EP and tsr1 and p2qiEP so / is an upper bound for Si and s2.
In the preceding theorem the group T might just as well always be discrete since its topology never enters into the argument.
We now introduce the following notion: T is strongly directed by P£öt if each compact set has an upper bound. We also recall the following definition [4, p. 26] : a semigroup P is replete if each compact subset of T has a translate which is contained in P. (a) T is strongly directed by R, (b) P is a replete semigroup.
Proof. The proof uses the same techniques as Theorem 1 and is immediate. A subset of T is said to be extensive if it meets each replete semigroup [5, p. 26]. We will say a subset 5 of T is extensive with respect to an ordering R if for each /£ T there is an s£5 such thaU<s(P) (e.g. (/, s)£P). If P is a replete semigroup then Baum [2, p. 1146] defines a set to be P-extensive if for each ££P it meets pP. For the remainder of the paper we will restrict ourselves to orderings which strongly direct T. If S is extensive with respect to each P£ öl and if P is a replete semigroup we let £=/(£). It follows that there is an s<£S such that e<5(£) and thus sr=£.
Corollary
4. A subset of T is P-extensive if and only if it is extensive relative to the ordering £=/(£).
A subset SQT is said to be syndetic if there is a compact set KQT such that T = SK [5, p. 12].
Theorem 5. A syndetic subset is extensive relative to all orderings of T.
Proof. This follows quickly from the fact that a syndetic subset is extensive [5, p. 59] and Theorem 3. We also give the proof in the language of orderings. Let ££(R and ¿o££. Since T=SK we have to = soko, and 50£2 is compact so it has an upper bound t = sk>SoK2iR). Thus 5>s0A_1£2(£) and 5 > Sok~lkko = 5oAo = to.
3. Orderings on factor groups. Let 5 be a closed subgroup of £ and let £' = T/S. <?' will be the class of all semigroups of £' and öl' will be the class of all orderings of £'. If p is the natural map of £ onto £' then p defines in an obvious manner mappings of (P onto (?' and <R onto 0T\ (In the second case p is applied to each factor.) The mappings/' and g' are defined on (P' and (R' in the same manner as before.
Lemma 6. f'<t>=<pf and g'<p = <pg.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove <p = g'<f>f. If R'=<p(R) and £=/(£) then g'Pf(P) = g'P(R)
Lemma 7. 7/ £' = p(R) then d>: T-*T' is monotone with respect to the orderings R and £'. If R = <p~1(R') then <frl is monotone with respect to these orderings in the sense that if u <v(R') and if sÇz<p~l(u) and t(E.<p~l(v) then s <t(R).
Proof. If (5, t)ER then (4>(s), p(t)) £4>(R) = £''. If (u, v)GR' and <p(s)=u, <p(t)=v then (s, t)£<p-l(R')=R. Proof. If £ directs £ and if 5C£ and £'C£' are finite then F = p-\F') is finite and there is an upper bound / of F in T with respect to R. It follows from Lemma 7 that <p(t) is an upper bound for F' with respect to <b(R), so 4>(R) directs F.
If R! directs V and S is finite we let R = cp~1(R') and we must show that R directs T. If FQT is finite then <f>(F) = F' is finite and has an upper bound /' in V relative to R'. If /£#-10') then by Lemma 7 / is an upper bound for <p-\F')DP relative to P.
If 5 is compact we need merely replace the word finite in the proof by the word compact.
4. Recurrent nets and limiting sets. Let R be an ordering which directs T and let F be a topological space. A map F: T-» F is a net which we will sometimes write as F or {F(t) : t £ T, R}. Definition 10. A net F: T-*Y is recurrent if for each ordering R the net F has a subnet converging to F(e). If we let F= {0, 1} and have the discrete topology, and let F be a neighborhood of x we may define Fy. T-*Yas follows: Fv(t) = 1 if tVC\V9£0 and Fv(t) =0 if tVr\V= 0. In this case if (a) of Theorem 11 holds for each such V then it is the definition of regional recurrence. For the remainder of the paper we will consider a transformation group (X, T) and the nets F: T-^X will always be defined as F(t) =tx.
Theorem 12. If S is a compact subgroup of T then T is recurrent at x if and only if T/S is recurrent at Sx.
Proof. A proof of this may be found in [6] but we give here another proof which is quite natural in terms of convergence concepts. Let (p, <p) be the equivariant mapping of (X, T) onto (X/S, T/S). If £ is an ordering of £ and if £ is recurrent at x there is a subnet {t(n)x:n(E.N, /(m)G£, £} of {tx:t£T, R} such that t(n)x-*x. Thus <p(t(n))p(x) =p(t(n)x)->p(x) and it follows from Lemma 7 that \<p(t(n))p(x)} is a subnet of {pit)Pix):Pit)eT/S,PiR)}.
If there is a subnet [<p(t(n))yp(x)} of {<pit)pix):pit)ET/S, <p(£)} such that <f>itin))ypix)->iA(x) then there exists a net ¿(m)A(m)x->x where /(m)££ and A(m) £S and { /(m)A(m) } is extensive. Since 5 is compact there is a subnet {A(w)} of { A(m) } such that A(m)->A. It follows that Aí(mz)x-»x. Using Lemma 7 and the fact that tim)kim) and tim)k are in the same coset it is not hard to see that \ktim)x] is a subnet of {tx: ¿G£; £}• Definition 13. The omega limiting set of x(E.X with respect to the ordering £ is the set of all points y(E.X such that the net {tx: t£T, £} has a subnet which converges to y and is denoted by ß(x, T, £).
We need the following theorem and its corollary for later reference. Proof. Since limm limn rim)sin)x = limm rim)soX = r0SoX we need only apply the preceding theorem and make the straightforward observation that j is a subnet. Definition 16. If S(ZT is a syndetic subgroup and if £ is an ordering of T then the omega-x envelope of 5 with respect to £, denoted by 5(£, x), is the subset {t: tx£tiix, S, R)}.
Lemma 17. If S C £ is a syndetic subgroup and R is an ordering of T and S(£, x)t¿0 then 5(£, x) is a closed syndetic subgroup of T.
Proof. From Theorem 14 it follows that 5(£, x) is closed. If /£5(£,a:) then clearly tSQSiR, x) so 5(£, x) is syndetic. Corollary 15 shows that S(R, x) is a semigroup and since any syndetic semigroup is a subgroup [5, p. 12] the theorem is complete. In [5, p. 13] the x-envelope of S, denoted by Sx, is defined as the subset {/: txE [S*]-}. Clearly it is always the case that S(R, x) ESX. If S is recurrent at x relative to R then the opposite inclusion follows from the theorem on iterated limits and S(R, x) =SX. If the two sets are equal then S(R, x)¿¿0 so it is a group and contains e. Thus 5 is recurrent at x relative to R. S(R, x) has the choice of either being empty or equal to Sx. These observations give a transparent proof for the following known theorem [5, p. 64].
Theorem 18. If SET is a syndetic subgroup then T is recurrent at x if and only if S is recurrent at x.
Proof. S recurrent at x implies T recurrent at x since 5 is syndetic. Let R be any ordering of T, let T = KS where K is compact and let T be recurrent at x with respect to R. There is a subnet /: A7->P of {tx: /£P, R} such that lim" t(n)x = x. If we let /(«) =k(n)s(n) where k(n)EK and s(«)£S then since K is compact there is a subnet r: M->N such that limmk(r(m))=k. Lemma 20. If T= S5 and P' ET is a replete semigroup then there is a replete semigroup P EP' such that R =f(P) is a real ordering.
Proof. It is known [6] that P' contains a replete semigroup p+P where PEP and P= { 2~li-\ adi'-ai = 0. \ti} is linearly independent}.
It is not too difficult to see that if f(P) is a real ordering then so is f(p+P).
We will show that/(P) is a real ordering.
(a) Since the set {t : t < t2} H {t : t >h} = h -PC\ti +£ we need only show that t + P r\ -P is compact for t € T. If t -Yfiik then / + £ C\ -P = { 2~^a>ti'-bi^a< = 0} which is compact.
(b) The set £ is closed; thus so is io+£ and so is {t: 2>/ojie) Because of the translation properties of the ordering /(£) we may assume e<F. Let £ be normed so that if t = 2~Lbdi then ||/|| = 2l\ bi\. Choose ¿G£ t= 2^bdi, such that ||¿|| is minimal. To prove (c) we need only examine those 5 such that S5¿t, s<t and s(£P (since F C.P). That is if 5= 2~2aJi then bi = ai = 0, i=l, 2, ■ • • , q and bj>ai for at least one/. But for each such s we have [|5[| <||/|| so 5££.
Lemma 21. // T = âpX&" and P'C.T is a replete semigroup then there is a replete semigroup P C.P' such that /(£) is a real ordering.
Proof. Consider T imbedded in T' = Sp+q. There is a replete semigroup Q in £' such that TC\QC.P' [5, p. 58]. Q contains a closed replete semigroup Q' in V which yields a real ordering for £'. If we let TC\Q' = P C.P' the theorem is complete.
Lemma 22. Let T be generative, and let T = KXä"X §>" and let <p: T->T/K be the natural map. If P' QT is a replete semigroup then £' contains a replete semigroup P such that the ordering f(p(P)) on T/K is a real ordering.
Proof. £' contains a replete semigroup Q such that KQC.P' [6] . It follows from the previous lemma that there is a replete semigroup Q' C<p(0 which induces a real ordering on £/£. P = <p~l(Q') C.KQC.P' serves the purpose of the theorem.
Lemma 23. If T is any group and K is a compact subgroup and <f>: T-^T/K is the natural map then A is dense in T if and only if <p(A) is dense in T/K.
Proof. This follows from the fact that <p is closed and continuous. Definition 25. A point x(EX will be said to lie on a special trajectory if there is an ordering £ of £ such that £2(x, T, R) ^X.
Theorem 24. Let X be an orbit closure of a recurrent trajectory. If X has one point lying on a special trajectory then the points which lie on special trajectories are dense in X.
Proof. If £ is compact X has no points on special trajectories so we consider T to be noncompact. By using the techniques of Theorem 12 we can easily show that if £ is an ordering of T and if (p, <p) is the natural map of iX, T) onto iX/K, T/K) then Qipix), (p(£), (p(£)) =yp(Q(x, T, £)). Thus, Theorem 12 and Lemma 23 tell us we need only consider the transformation group iX/K, T/K). Lemma 22 tells us that on T/K we need only consider real orderings. We may thus reduce the problem to the case where X is the closure of a recurrent trajectory and on £ we consider only real orderings.
